FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
cyberFEDS anoints Proofpoint as an “awesome new technology”
Washington, DC – March 1, 2011 – Today cyberFEDS® named Proofpoint’s Performance Suite one of
its picks for “awesome new technologies”.
About this recognition, Dr. Jim Hill, Proofpoint’s CEO, said, “We’re honored by the news and grateful to
the cyberFEDS team for the thorough market research that led them to Proofpoint. We tend to fly under
the radar, so this recognition was very much unexpected. Since it was also completely unsolicited, this
honor is particularly special.”
The Proofpoint Performance Suite includes more than 20 modules for comprehensive planning,
breakthrough analysis, focused execution, and pinpoint measurement. Users have 100% flexibility in the
modules they select as part of their self-customized toolkit. Every application is built to fit into the
complete suite. And because everything fits together, there are no integration costs; Just select…and go.
Proofpoint has scheduled its next major release for April, promising an exciting new set of features.
As a follow-up to today’s announcement, Proofpoint will be presenting its Performance Suite at the
cyberFEDS HR Technology in the Federal Workplace Conference in Washington, DC on April 5th.

About Proofpoint Systems: Proofpoint Systems of Los Altos, CA, (www.proofpoint.net) is the global
provider of software and services that help clients solve their toughest business issues quickly and
effectively. Our suite of cost effective, easy-to-use cloud technologies put ‘performance excellence at your
fingertips.’ The results are significant, positive, and measurable changes to organizational and human
performance, visible integration, better resource use, and superior accountability.
About cyberFEDS®: cyberFEDS is the authoritative, all-in-one, objective hub of critical federal information
on employment and human capital issues. cyberFEDS provides best practices, tips, and practical
guidance that federal professionals can put to use immediately—all written by the nation's most
recognized federal employment experts.
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